DELF/DALF

DELF A2
DELF A2 attests the linguistic competence of a basic user,
that is, one who can communicate in simple and routine
tasks requiring the most common polite phrases and exchanges of information.

FRENCH as a FOREIGN LANGUAGE

Preparation Courses for
the DELF-Diplomas
The Diplôme d’études en langue française (Diploma in
French Language Studies, or DELF) and the Diplôme approfondi d’études en langue française (Diploma in Advanced
French Language Studies, or DALF) are diplomas awarded
by the French Ministry of Education to prove the French language skills of non-French candidates. The diplomas reflect
your level of ability in the four language skills: listening,
reading, speaking and writing.
FOF Aarhus’ DELF programme includes preparation courses
for the following exam levels: DELF A2, DELF B1 and DELF B2.

DELF B1
At this level, you gradually become an independent user of
the French language. You can understand and maintain a
discussion, give your opinion using a simple and coherent
language and deal with situations likely to arise in daily life.
DELF B2
DELF B2 recognizes the linguistic competency of an intermediary user. A DELF B2 Diploma will allow entrance into
the French higher educational system.
See more and sign up: www.fof-aarhus.dk

The common european language levels in German, English, French og Italian (CEFR*)
CEFR

A1

A2

B1

B2

C1

C2

German

Goethe-Zertifikat A2
Start Deutsch 1

Goethe-Zertifikat A2
Start Deutsch 2

Goethe-Zertifikat B1

Goethe-Zertifikat B2

Goethe-Zertifikat C1

Goethe-Zertifikat C2

Cambridge English: Key
(former KET: Key English
Test)

Cambridge English:
Preliminary
(former PET: Prelim.
English Test)

Cambridge English: First
(former FCE: First Certificate in English)

Cambridge English:
Advanced
(former CAE: Cert. in
Advanced English)

Cambridge English:
Proficiency
(former CPE: Cert.
of Proficiency in
English)

English

French

DELF A1

DELF A2

DELF B1

DELF B2

DALF C1

DALF C2

Italian

CELI IMPATTO (A1)

CELI 1 (A2)

CELI 2 (B1)

CELI 3 (B2)

CELI 4 (C1)

CELI 5 (C2)

*CEFR: Common European Framework of Reference for Languages. Levels A1 (lowest) to C2 (highest).
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Learn Language in Aarhus

PREPARATION
COURSES

For international language
diplomas and certificates
Cambridge English
Goethe-Institut - German as a foreign language
DELF - French as a foreign language
CELI - Italian as a foreign language

Why learn a foreign language?
Whatever plans you may have for the future, mastering a foreign language will certainly help you stand out
and improve the quality of both your personal and professional life.
In addition to the wide range of language courses provided by FOF Aarhus, we also offer you the possibility of
taking an official exam in order to certify your language skills in English, German, French and Italian.
EXAMS
Taking the exam is optional. Everyone is welcome to join the classes without feeling obliged to sit the exam
afterwards. However, if you are planning on taking an official exam, we highly recommend that you participate
in a preparation course.
Exams are held in or around Aarhus once or twice a year provided that a minimum number of candidates
sign up for it.
You’ll find more information about courses and exams on our website.
FREE ONLINE TEST
We recommend that you take our free online test. A link to the test is located at the bottom of our homepage.
Please note that it may take more than one hour to complete the online test. Should you need any help to
interpret your test results, please contact the office.

CAMBRIDGE ASSESMENT
ENGLISH
Preparation Courses for the Cambridge
Certificates
FOF Aarhus’ programme includes preparation courses for
the following Cambridge exam levels: “B2 First” (former
FCE: First Certificate in English), “C1 Advanced” (former
CAE: Certificate in Advanced English) and “C2 Proficiency”
(former CPE: Certificate of Proficiency in English).
Cambridge English: B2 First
(former “First Certificate in English”)
The B2 First has widespread recognition in commerce and industry, e.g. banking, airlines, etc. This course is for those who
are able to speak the language quite comfortably but would
like to improve their vocabulary both orally and in writing.

Goethe-Zertifikat A1: Start Deutsch 1

GOETHE-INSTITUT

GERMAN as a FOREIGN LANGUAGE

Preparation Courses for the Goethe
Certificates
These courses specifically prepare you for the GoetheInstitut’s internationally recognized certificates. Exercises
will familiarize you with the various sections of the written and oral exams, and you will be taught specific exam
techniques. You will get to know the structure of all four
exam modules (reading, listening, writing and speaking)
and we will provide you with tips and how to best approach the different types of exam tasks.
The Goethe-Institut courses are ideal if you plan to study
at a university or seek employment in one of the Germanspeaking countries. The certificates from the Goethe-Institut
are accepted as proof of qualification by many employers
and educational establishments worldwide.

In this course you acquire the basic language skills, which
enables you to communicate in a simple manner by using
everyday expressions and simple sentences.
The Certificate is evidence of the language skills required to
be granted a visa to join your husband or wife in Germany.
Goethe-Zertifikat B1
This course is aimed at helping you express yourself in a
simple and coherent language about familiar topics such
as work, school, leisure time, etc.
Goethe-Zertifikat B2
Achieving level B2 certifies that you can communicate
spontaneously and fluently in German and are able to
have a normal conversation with native speakers without
a great deal of effort on either side.
Goethe-Zertifikat C1
The Goethe-Zertifikat C1 attests that you speak and
understand German at a high level by expressing yourself
spontaneously and fluently without noticeably having to
search for words.
See more and sign up: www.fof-aarhus.dk

Cambridge English: C1 Advanced
(former “Certificate in Advanced English”)
The C1 Advanced indicates a high level of language competence for candidates wishing to use English for professional
or academic purposes.
Cambridge English: C2 Proficiency
(former “Certificate of Proficiency in English”)
The C2 Proficiency indicates a high level of competence
required by British universities and professional bodies
worldwide and is also a qualification for admission to
courses or employment where a thorough knowledge of
English is required.

CELI

ITALIAN as a FOREIGN LANGUAGE

Preparation Courses for the
CELI Certificates
The Certificato di Conoscenza della Lingua Italiana (Certificate of Knowledge of Italian Language, or CELI) is an internationally recognized qualification of the Italian language
offered by the Università per Stranieri di Perugia and aimed
at foreigners who wish to validate their fluency in the
Italian language.
The CELI certificates are accepted as an official qualification
by the Italian Ministry of Education and Research and by the
Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. It is used by foreigners to
get entrance into Italian universities or working life.
CELI 2 (B1)
CELI 2 (B1) attests the linguistic competence of an independent user, that is, one who is able to understand and
maintain a discussion, express opinions in a simple and
coherent language and deal with situations likely to arise in
daily life.
CELI 3 (B2)
A CELI certificate at level B2 attests that you can communicate spontaneously and fluently in Italian and are able to
have a normal conversation with native speakers without a
great deal of effort on either side.
See more and sign up: www.fof-aarhus.dk

See more and sign up: www.fof-aarhus.dk
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